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Glendale Nissan Hosts Their Zero in on Savings Sales Event

Glendale Heights, Illinois, Nissan dealership offers big savings on new Nissan vehicles

GLENDALE HEIGHTS, Ill. (PRWEB) January 15, 2019 -- With the new year, plenty of people have new
resolutions to improve their lives. Whether it’s buying something nice or finally going to the gym, these
decisions can have a big impact on peoples’ lives. However, people can also relieve a lot of stress with
conveniences such as a new and reliable car. To help drivers start the year strong, Glendale Nissan, a Nissan
dealership serving the Glendale Heights area, is hosting the Zero in on Savings Sales Event at their dealership.

During the new sales event, drivers can save a lot of money on some of the newest Nissan vehicles available
today. In fact, purchasing a new vehicle is more stress-free than ever, as there are plenty of incentives for
shopping during the sales event. For example, car shoppers can leave the dealership with a new vehicle at $0
down, 0 percent APR financing on their car loan and even have no payments for the first 90 days after the
purchase.

The Zero in on Savings Sales Event has great deals on 13 different Nissan vehicles, including some of the most
popular models such as the 2018 Sentra, Altima and Rogue. In fact, drivers can get these and many more
models for clearance prices at the dealership.

Glendale Nissan is a full-service dealership surrounding the Glendale Heights, area, that specializes in both new
and pre-owned Nissan vehicles. Those interested in shopping the Zero in on Savings Sales Event can contact
the dealership at www.glendalenissan.com or speak to a representative directly by dialing 630-469-6100.
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Contact Information
Rebecca Balonier
Glendale Nissan
http://www.glendalenissan.com
630-469-6100

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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